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ABSTRACT
This research develop the managing within network and relationship mechanism in agribusiness
management through serious game. Agribusiness is represented as sand that work together in the market
(sandpile) to maintain networks and relationships. This research apply agent base model for predicting
activity network based on the parameters that exist in the collaboration. The result indicate that average
selling, average buying and market price (CK = 4) are not approach the value of the open market but
precisely coincide with eachother. Total bought and total sold are tend to be high value. This condition
suggests a very tight competition. The average selling, average buying and market price (CK = 0.01) are
approach the value of the open market. Total bought and total sold are not as high as total bought and total
sold, by using CK = 4, this condition shows the competition is not too tight.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The word of collaboration literally means working together [1]. This word is often used when
individuals or organizations work together towards a common aim. The other words that are used
to explain this situation are relationships, partnerships or alliances.
Benefits and motives related with inter-company collaboration were identified as follows: (a) to
increase their market share [2], (b) to increase asset utilization [2], (c) to enhance customer
service–reduction in lead times, customer complaints, etc [2], (d) to share and reduce the cost of
product development [3], (e) to reduce time in product development [4], and (f) to decrease risk
of failure of product development [5].
Networks and relationships in the collaborative enterprise can form a new and unique value by
complementing, integrating and leveraging each other's capabilities and competencies [6].
Agribusiness requires a collaborative enterprise network, due to the complexity and number of
interconnected firms.
Investment in the agribusiness companies is very expensive, high risk and uncertainty. The
uncertainty caused by the project implementation delay and growth opportunities are very
influential on the value of a project. Value of the project not only depends on cash flow and
financial but also the uncertainty [7]. Therefore, it is necessary to analyse the value chains of
agribusiness management before making a decision relating to investments. This research
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develops the managing collaboration within networks and relationships agribusiness management
through serious game.
The value chain analysis is influenced by three elements: network structure, value added and
governance. The network structure is a horizontal and vertical market relationship. Value added is
a competitive aim of any business chain. Governance is an organizational arrangement between
value chain peoples [8]. These elements should always be studied as a whole of the value chain's
business environment.
The partnerships require careful consideration, experience and knowledge, the ability to estimate
the costs as well as benefits and investments. Accordingly, each relationship should be considered
from the perspective of buyer and perspective of supplier. These perspectives used to understand
and assess the desired value outcomes of their relationship.
The decisions strategic are related to the management of collaboration (location and number of
suppliers, the facility of production, distribution centres, warehouse and customers). Management
of material, management of inventory, planning, forecasting, etc affect to decisions. Therefore, to
measure the performance of the collaboration, it is necessary to study the network and
relationship between the agribusiness enterprise collaboration. This relation can be described by
using dynamic system.
The dynamics systems problem can be solved by using a cellular automata model. One of the
cellular automata model is “running sandpile” dynamics. This model describe the stability
problem and the scale problem of the difficulties standing in the way of understanding anomalous
transport in magnetically confined plasmas; [9].
This research develops a managing collaboration within networks and relationships in
agribusiness management using sandpile models through serious game. This model simulates
collaborative networks and relationships that is expected to be used for a relationship
management strategy.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The proposed sandpile model is described in
section 2. Section 3 gives the investment analysis. Finally conclusions are given in section 4

2. THE PROPOSED SANDPILE MODEL
2.1 Agribusiness Management Modelling
This research uses the dynamic system model. One advantage of using dynamic system model
over more traditional models is the inclusion of feedback effects. The feedback effects make the
output of the model more realistic and expose the complexity deeper than other modelling
techniques. Thus, interrelationships in the models can more easily identified by decision makers.
Feedback effects occur in almost all levels. By learning a model of feedback, it can make the
decision to change the real world, receive information about changes in the real world and use
this new information. This perspective revises the understanding of the world and decision to
bring the system closer to the goals we want to achieve [10].
Homer (1987) utilizes feedback in a dynamic system model to explain the emergence of medical
technology by modelling how the adoption process motivates the diffusion of new technology
[11]. He examines that adoption process is influenced by exogenous and endogenous factors.
Exogenous factors such as the attributes of the technology, intervention of government, the initial
perception, decision of new purchasing, and standards of performance. Whereas endogenous
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factors such as evaluation and support [12] as shown in Figure 1. In this research, Utilizes
feedback in a dynamic system model to study the relationship management in order to enhance
agribusiness investment.
The strategy, structure and decision rule in this research adopt the network model on company,
suppliers and buyers as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1. Double-loop learning [12]

Figure 2. Network model on company, suppliers and buyers [13]

In a relationship, value is viewed as a process, dynamic, on both parties, and good value created
by both parties [14].
The description of the nature of relationships in agribusiness enterprises above highlighted the
traditional concept of firms. Traditionally firms were viewed as a discrete and independent entity.
In determining the strategy that chosen, firms sought to reinforce independence [15]. This concept
has been changed to be network based strategies. The contemporary concept is that firms are
embedded in network or web of interdependent relationships and as such firms need a strategic
approach to the management of such relationships. The following diagram (Figure 3.) illustrates
the nature of relationships that modern day firms engage into in their day to day competitive
environment [15].
The strategy of relationship management aims to increase the investment. Investment (I) depends
on income at the time when the investment decisions are taken and on capital stock at the time
when investment will be finished. The latter is a consequence of the fact that in time t - T there
are some investments, which will be finished between t - T and T. The assumption on this
resaearch is the resulting capital in this period is considered when new investments are planned.
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Figure 3. Relationship management strategies

The saving function (S) depends only on Y (gross product) and is linear such that S = γ ∈
(0,1). Additionally. this research assume that the investment function I(Y, K) separates in respect
to its two arguments (Y is gross product and K is capital stock) and I > 0, I(K) is linear such
that I = β < 0 then
I(Y, K) = I(Y) + βK

(1)

After substituting the above assumption into the Kaldor-Kalecki dynamic system, we have
= αI Y(t) + αβK(t) − αγY(t)

(2)

= I Y(t − T) + (β − δ)K(t)

(3)

The critical points of delay system coincide with the corresponding points for finishing delay
because stationary states do not depend on translation of time. The critical points of K (CK) is
shown in Eq.4.
CK =

(

)

(4)

and the critical points of Y (CY) is shown in Eq.5.
CY → I (CY)

+ γCY = 0

(5)

2.2. Agribusiness Management Modeling Using Sandpile Model
Independence of price changes is consistent with theoretical arguments in the stock market [16].
Based on data analysis shows that the price changes in the stock market may not be independent.
While independent variables are always uncorrelated, it is not true that uncorrelated variables are
always independent. As an example that direction is uncorrelated with the past: The facts prove
that the price drop yesterday does not necessarily make them more falls today. Large price
alteration tend to be followed by an alteration greater, change can be lead to positive or negative.
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Small alteration tends to be followed by an alteration smaller. The behaviour of price changes in
the stock market can be analogous to the addition of sand in the sandpile.
In the research of the non-equilibrium critical area, cellular automata (CA) that are applied for
self-organized criticality (SOC) have been widely used. In contrast to the usual continuous phase
transitions, they are rapidly evolving towards critical without tuning control parameters. Sandpile
Automata is the prototypical model for SOC that developed by Bak, Tang, and Wiesenfeld
(BTW), Sandpile Automata is modelled with dynamic sand particles which leads to the stationary
state and distributed on all length scales [17] This model identifying the sand grain as energy,
stress, or pressure.
Agribusiness management modelling using sandpile model in this research is based on
agribusiness market behaviour. The agribusiness market behaviors are: (a) A large number of
independent agents participate in a market, (b) Each agent has some alternatives in making his
decision, (c) The aggregate activity results in a market price, which is known to all, (d) Agents
use the public price history to make their decisions.
This research adds two rules: trading activity only on their own trading activity and agents only
consider its own experience. This research want to study the inherent dynamics of the market, in
the absence of external Influences through a serious game. The real economy has both internal
and external contributes. Serious game agribusiness management using sandpile model in this
research illustrate the trading model applied to artificial market. The model of investment
distribution using sandpile model as shown in Figure 4

Figure 4. Investment distribution using sandpile model

Add a grain of sand or investment is shown in Eq.6.
z(x, y) → z(x, y) + 1

(6)

The condition of the investment if z(x,y) ≥ CK, in this simulation CK = 4, is shown in Eq.7.
z(x, y) → z(x, y) − 4

(7)

The condition of the neighbourur agribusiness are shown in Eq.8 and Eq. 9.
z(x ± 1, y) → z(x ± 1, y) + 1

(9)

z(x, y ± 1) → z(x, y ± 1) + 1

(10)
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This research adopts the decentralization paradigm for modelling activity network system. The
principal component of this system are adaptive agents consisting of four agents that are buyers
agent, sellers agent, support agent, and competitors agent as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Decision of agribusiness based on information of 4 agents

Sellers agent give information concerning advantage that take income from buyers based on
investment conditions. Buyers agent give information of advantage that take capital stock from
supplier based on investment conditions. Support agent gives information concerning advantage
that increased investment. Competitors agent gives information concerning advantage that
decreased investment.

3. INVESTMENT A NALYSIS
Based on agribusiness management modeling and data modeling, there are inter-corporate
network conditions possible forms: (1) mutual independence, (2)unbalanced independence, (3)
mutual dependence, and (4) unbalanced dependence. These relational influenced by
environmental capacity in this case is the analysis of relational conditions vertically, horizontally
and other relationships as shown in Figure 6.
The scope of agribusiness consists of several sectors, among others: input, production,
processing manufacturing and marketing. These sectors are directly related to the industry and
trade. Industry related to the products and raw materials while trade associated with the
distribution. Due to formation of the distribution network stock price tends to decline as shown in
Figure 7.
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Figure 6. Inter-corporate network conditions

Figure 7. The graphs of stock price as functions of time

The condition of average selling, average buying, the market price and the open market in the
serious game agribusiness management using sandpile model with parameter CK = 4 as shown in
Figure 8.

Figure 8. Option market using CK = 4

The average selling, average buying and market price, by using CK = 4, are not approach the
value of the open market, but precisely the average value of selling, buying and average market
price coincides with each other.
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The condition of total bought and total sold in the serious game agribusiness management using
sandpile model with parameter CK = 4 as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Activity using CK = 4

Total bought and total sold, by using CK = 4, are tend to be high value, this condition suggests a
very tight competition.
The condition of average selling, average buying, the market price and the open market in the
serious game agribusiness management using sandpile model with parameter CK = 0.01 as shown
in Figure 10.

Figure 10 Option market using CK = 0.01

The average selling, average buying and market price, by using CK = 0.01, are approach the
value of the open market.
The condition of total bought and total sold in the serious game agribusiness management using
sandpile model with parameter CK = 0.01 as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Activity using CK = 0.01

Total bought and total sold, by using CK = 0.01 is not as high as total bought and total sold by
using CK = 4, this condition shows the competition is not too tight.
Inventory of agroindustry-1 (AI-1), agroindustry-2 (AI-2) and supplier (S) by using CK= 0,01 as
shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Inventory of A-1, A-2 and S-1 using CK = 0,01

Inventory in the AI-1 (agro-industry is managed) tend to be fixed and not change due to the effect
of the AI-2 and S. This indicates that the AI-1 does not play a role in market.
Total profit of Agroindustry-1 (AI-1), agroindustry-2 (AI-2) and supplier (S) by using CK= 0,01
as shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Total Profit Inventory of A-1, A-2 and S-1 using CK = 0,01

Total profit in the AI-1 (agro-industry is managed) tends to go down and not affected by the AI-2
and S. This indicates that the AI-1 was not too involved in the market.
Inventory of agroindustry-1 (AI-1), agroindustry-2 (AI-2) and supplier (S) by using CK= 4 as
shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Inventory of A-1, A-2 and S-1 using CK = 4
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Inventory in the AI-1 (agro-industry is managed) tends to oscillate and is influenced by
the AI-2 and S follow market developments.
Total profit of Agroindustry-1 (AI-1), agroindustry-2 (AI-2) and supplier (S) by using
CK= 4 as shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15. Total Profit Inventory of A-1, A-2 and S-1 using CK = 4

Total profit in the AI-1 (agro-industry is managed) follow market developments.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The result of this research indicate that managing collaboration within networks and relationships
in the serious game agribusiness management using sandpile model can detect average selling,
average buying, market price, total bought , total sold, Inventory and total profit on the condition
of the market by value of certain critical network between agroindustries.
The experimental results indicate that average selling, average buying and market price, by using
CK = 4, are not approach the value of the open market but precisely coincide with each other.
Total bought and total sold, by using CK = 4, are tend to be high value, this condition suggests a
very tight competition. Inventory in the AI-1 (agro-industry is managed), by using CK = 4, tends
to oscillate and is influenced by the AI-2 and S follow market developments. Total profit in the
AI-1, by using CK = 4, follow market developments.
The average selling, average buying and market price, by using CK = 0.01, are approach the
value of the open market. Total bought and total sold, by using CK = 0.01 is not as high as total
bought and total sold by using CK = 4, this condition shows the competition is not too tight.
Inventory in the AI-1 (agro-industry is managed) tend to be fixed and not affected by the AI-2
and S. This indicates that the AI-1 does not play a role in market. Total profit in the AI-1 (agroindustry is managed) tends to go down and not affected by the AI-2 and S. This indicates that the
AI-1 was not too involved in the market.
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